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Abstract: The dissipative Shallow Water Equations (DSWEs) are investigated as port-
Hamiltonian systems. Dissipation models of different types are considered: either as nonlinear
bounded operators, or as linear unbounded operators involving a classical diffusion term in 1D,
or the vectorial Laplacian in 2D. In order to recast the dissipative SWE into the framework of
pHs with dissipation, a physically meaningful factorization of the vectorial Laplacian is being
used, which nicely separates the divergent and the rotational components of the velocity field.
Finally, the structure-preserving numerical scheme provided by the Partitioned Finite Element
Method (PFEM) is applied to the nonlinear bounded dissipative fluid models. For the linear
unbounded cases, a change of variables is highlighted, to transform the DSWEs into a new pHs
with a polynomial structure, which proves more suitable for numerics.
Keywords: Shallow Water Equations (SWE), Port-Hamiltonian systems (pHs), Dissipative
PDEs, Partitioned Finite Element Method (PFEM)
1. INTRODUCTION
The propagation of waves in the free-surface of fluids is
of practical interest in many engineering and scientific
areas. For instance, the propagation of waves in rivers
and artificial channels can lead to natural disasters related
to flooding (Barati et al., 2012). The propagation of
waves in oceans is related with meteorological forecast
and tsunami simulation (Clifford et al., 1994; Cho et al.,
2007). The sloshing inside moving tanks can be an issue
for tank trucks, airplanes and rockets, leading to coupling
with rigid-body motion that can cause reduced stability
margins and control issues. (Robles and Serrano, 2014).
The Shallow Water Equations can be used to model and
simulate these phenomena, specially these related with
waves propagation with small relative fluid depth, such
as rivers, lakes and oceans.
In this work, we use the so-called port-Hamiltonian for-
mulation (Duindam et al., 2009) to describe the Shallow
Water Equations, taking into account dissipative terms.
This formulation combines the port-based modeling with
Hamiltonian systems theory. This approach was initially
designed for studying finite-dimensional complex systems
(like networks of electric circuits). Among its properties,
this methodology allows coupling multi-domain systems
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in a physically consistent way, i.e., using energy flow, so
that interconnections are power-conserving. In addition,
passivity-based control laws naturally follow from the use
of this framework.
Previous work of the Shallow Water Equations in the
port-Hamiltonian framework were done by Hamroun et al.
(2007); Pasumarthy et al. (2012); Cardoso-Ribeiro et al.
(2017). Hamroun et al. (2007) used it to model, simulate
and control the flow on open channel irrigation systems.
Recently, we used it to model and control the sloshing in a
moving tank coupled with a piezoelectric actuated flexible
beam (Cardoso-Ribeiro et al., 2017), and to simulate waves
on a circular water tank (Cardoso-Ribeiro et al., 2019).
One of the difficulties while modeling Shallow Water
Equations is to define how to represent dissipative terms.
One possility is try to approximate the viscous term that
arises in the Navier-Stokes equations (see e.g. Califano
et al. (2021) for a thorough description): this choice
leads to linear unbounded operators involving a classical
diffusion term in 1D, or the vectorial Laplacian −∆ in
2D . Another possibility, commonly used in practise, is to
include empirical terms that relates the local tension with
fluid velocity, which lead to nonlinear bounded operators.
We refer to Lagrée (2021) for a review, and Kirstetter et al.
(2016); James et al. (2019) for recent results.
When dealing with finite-dimensional port-Hamiltonian
systems, dissipative elements can be included by the ad-
dition of dissipative ports together with constitutive re-
lationships (analogous to resistive elements in the bond-
graph approach). Similar approach can be done for infinite-
dimensional port-Hamiltonian systems, with the use of
distributed ports, see e.g. van der Schaft and Maschke
(2002); Duindam et al. (2009).
In this work, the dissipative Shallow Water Equations
is investigated as port-Hamiltonian system. The main
contributions of this paper are:
(1) Different dissipative terms are introduced in the SWE
using the pHs framework, both in 1D and 2D. In
particular, in 2D a physically meaningful factoriza-
tion of the vectorial Laplacian is being used, which
nicely separates the divergent and the rotational com-
ponents of the velocity field.
(2) For the linear unbounded dissipative operators, new
interaction ports at the boundary appear, involving
the viscosity together with the tangential component
of the velocity, which could be used for further control
purposes.
(3) The structure-preserving numerical scheme given by
the Partitioned Finite Element Method (PFEM) of
Cardoso-Ribeiro et al. (2021) is applied to the dissipa-
tive fluid models in 1D and 2D, using the extension of
Serhani et al. (2019b). The simulation of dissipation
using the bounded operators is straightforward using
PFEM. A numerical example is presented for the 1D
SWE equation.
(4) The inclusion of viscous terms adds a nonlinear term
to the differential interconnection matrix, which leads
to additional difficulties on the spatial discretization.
A new port-Hamiltonian model of the SWE is thus
proposed, inspired by Qian et al. (2019), which trans-
forms the equations into a polynomial system and
might be more suitable for further numerical studies.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the dissipa-
tive SWE are presented in the 1D case in Section 2.
Secondly, an extension to 2D is presented in Section 3.
Thirdly, structure-preserving discretization is discussed in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the transformation of
the original singular pHs into a pHs of polynomial type in
all the variables. Conclusions and perspectives are drawn
in Section 6.
2. DISSIPATIVE SWE IN A CHANNEL: THE 1D
CASE
2.1 Frictionless Model
When one considers the frictionless flow in a horizontal
channel with uniform rectangular cross-section, the one-
dimensional mass and momentum balance equations may













where q(x, t) = bh(x, t), b is the width of the water channel
and h(x, t) is the fluid height, a positive quantity, and
p(x, t) = ρv(x, t) is the linear momentum. The system
Hamiltonian is given by:














which is bounded from below, and eq(x, t) and ep(x, t)
are the co-energy variables (respectively, the total pressure
and the water flow) which are defined as the variational

























From the above definitions of energy and co-energy vari-
ables, and using (1) and Stokes theorem, one obtains for










(eq(z, t)ep(z, t)) dx ,
= uT∂ y∂ ,
(4)
where boundary port input variables, u∂ , are defined as the
















2.2 Bounded and Nonlinear dissipation models
Our first dissipative term will be considered by means
of the inclusion of a distributed dissipative port on the
momentum equation, as follows:
ṗ(x, t) = −∂xeq + ed(x, t) , (7)
where ed(x, t) = − 1hτ(x, t) is a distributed effort applied
to the fluid, involving the friction force τ(x, t), see (Lagrée,
2021, page 11). If we get a look at the power balance
equation of this modified system, we easily obtain:
Ḣ(t) = uT∂ y∂ +
∫ L
x=0
ed(x, t)ep(x, t) dx . (8)
Consequently, any choice of ed(x, t) such that the term∫ L
0
ed(x, t)ep(x, t) dx ≤ 0 (or
∫ L
0
τ(x, t) v(x, t) dx ≥ 0
equivalently) will be dissipative.
Following e.g. (Duindam et al., 2009, chap. 4), we can
rewrite the equations as a Differential-Algebraic Equation



















where J is a formally skew-symmetric operator, ed is
the distributed dissipation input (effort variable) and
fd = −ep is the distributed dissipation output (flow
variable). Any closure relation between ed and fd such that
(ed, fd)L2(0,L) ≥ 0 will be dissipative.
Indeed, such kind of dissipative term is common in the
SWE literature, most frequently coming from empiri-
cally obtained water-bed friction forces, see (Lagrée, 2021,
§ 7.2.6):
• Fanning friction: τ := ρCf |v|v, which can be written
as: ed := Cf
b|p|
q fd;
• Manning friction: τ = ρgn2 |v|v
h1/3
, which can be written








• Kellerhals friction: τ = ρ gr
2
h1/2
|v|v, which can be




Note that all of the previous closure relations lead to a
dissipative relationship between ed and fd.
2.3 Unbounded and Linear dissipation models from NSE
Our second dissipative model comes from Navier-Stokes
equations, which involves a diffusion term with water
viscosity µ in the momentum equation, as follows:
ṗ = −∂xeq −
1
h
τx , where τx := −µ∂2xxv . (10)
Introducing extra dissipation port (ed, fd), and setting



















together with the closure relation ed = µ/b fd. Notice that,
since the new operator J now depends on the energy
variable q, it defines a modulated structure: formal skew-
symmetry is obvious, and one should also check Jacobi
identities to prove that it defines a Hamiltonian operator.






µ/b f2d + [−ep (eq − h−1 ed)]L0 (12)
The easiest proof goes as follows:∫ L
0
(eq q̇ + epṗ+ ed fd) = (e,J e) = [−ep eq + h−1ep ed]L0
Remark 1. In the 1D-case, note that the boundary port
variables u∂ , y∂ in (5)-(6) are now changed additively:
indeed, −eq|L0 is modified into (−eq + h−1 ed)|L0 , whereas
ep|L0 does not change, see e.g. Zwart et al. (2016).
3. DISSIPATIVE SWE IN A BASSIN: THE 2D CASE
3.1 Frictionless Model
Let us recall the 2D SWE in a bassin above a surface Ω.







as energy variables the height h, and the linear momentum
α := ρv, the co-energy variables are found to be eh :=
δhH = 12ρ |v|
2 + ρgh, and eα := δαH = hv. Following



















ω is a skew-symmetric gyroscopic ma-
trix, which will play no role in the power balance. Indeed,






eh eα · nds (14)
which enables to define collocated control and observation
distributed ports along the boundary ∂Ω, for example
u∂ = −eα · n and y∂ = eh.
Now our purpose is to take dissipation into account, hence
add a viscosity term to the momentum equation, i.e. the
second line. The dissipativity will be characterized by
(τ ,v)L2(Ω) ≥ 0 for homogeneous boundary conditions.
3.2 Bounded and Nonlinear dissipation models
Analogously to the 1D case, here we include a distributed
vectorial port ed in the momentum equation:
∂tα = −grad eh + h−1G(ω)eα + ed , (15)




y∂(s, t)u∂(s, t) ds+
∫
Ω
ed · eα dΩ . (16)
Any choice of ed such that
∫
Ω
ed · eα dΩ ≤ 0 is dissipa-
tive. The equations can be recast using a formally skew-

















where fd = −eα.
Similarly to the 1D case, nonlinear closure relations be-
tween ed and fd can be introduced to model dissipation,
of the form
ed = φ(h, |α|)fd , (18)
with some ad hoc scalar-valued positive function φ: for
instance, one can use: ed = Cfh−1|α|fd.
3.3 Unbounded and Linear dissipation models from NSE
As for the 1D case in (10), our second dissipative model
comes from Navier-Stokes equations, which involves a
diffusion term with water viscosity µ in the momentum
equation, namely:
∂tα = −grad(eh) + h−1G(ω)eα − h−1τ , (19)
where
τ := −µ∆v (20)
makes use of the vectorial Laplacian. In order to recast this
system in the framework of pHs with dissipation, the ques-
tion that immediately arises is to define an appropriate
vectorial dissipation port, together with a closure relation,
to tackle this new term. First, it is well-known that it is a
positive unbounded operator, namely (−∆v, v)L2(Ω) ≥ 0
when the velocity field vanishes at the boundary. How can
this operator be decomposed in a physically meaningful
way? This is the objective of the following proposition 3
−∆ = C∗C; indeed, this is the key point to formulate
the dissipative pHs. The generality of such a decompos-
tion of dissipative operators has been discussed in e.g.
Moses Badlyan et al. (2018) and Edwards (1998).
Remark 2. A similar, though easier problem can be found
when studying the heat equation, using as Hamiltonian
a quadratic Lyapunov functional, see e.g. Serhani et al.
(2019a). For the scalar Laplacian the following factoriza-
tion holds −∆ := −div grad. Thus, defining ed := κfd
with fd := grad(θ) helps recovering ∂tθ = div(ed) =
κ∆θ.
Let us first introduce the following decomposition.
Proposition 3. In dimension 2, the vectorial Laplacian can
be factorized out as follows:
− ∆2D := grad⊥curl2D − grad div (21)




where Cc := curl2D, Cd := div, and C := [Cc Cd]>,
C∗c = grad
⊥, C∗d = −grad, and C∗ = [C∗c C∗d ].
Proof. The computation is straightforward, and uses






:= grad⊥, and of course div∗ =
−grad. 2
Thus, introducing an extra vectorial dissipation or resistive
port fr := Cv = C(h−1eα), and adding the closure














 0 −div 0−grad h−1.G(ω) −h−1.C∗
0 C(h−1.) 0
 . (24)
Moreover, the vector of resistive flows fr := (fc fd)>
can be further decomposed into its curly part fc and its
divergent part fd:
• fc := ω = curl2Dv = curl2D(h−1eα),
• fd := div v = div(h−1eα),
which are both physically meaningful, and adding the
closure relation ec = µfc and ed = µfd, we now get a






where (24) is detailed as:
Je =

0 −div 0 0
−grad h−1.G(ω) −h−1.grad⊥ h−1.grad
0 curl2D(h
−1.) 0 0
0 div(h−1.) 0 0
 .
(26)
The unbounded operator Je in (25) or (26) is clearly
formally skew-symmetric and, as in the 1D-case, one
should also check Jacobi identities to prove that it defines
a Hamiltonian operator.
For the power balance, a technical computation gives:
Theorem 4. The evolution of the Hamiltonian along the
trajectories of the dynamical system (25) with the closure










[−eh eα · n+ µ div(v)v · n+ µω v · t] ds (27)
where t is the tangential vector on the boundary (+90
degrees rotation of n, the outward normal vector).
Remark 5. Decomposition (27) is physically meaningful,
since the curly and the divergent parts are clearly identi-
fied; moreover, both the normal and the tangential com-
ponents of the velocity vector at the boundary play a role,
which shows that the presence of viscosity can help drive
the 2D-system.
Proof. An equivalent result is available in (Mora et al.,
2020, § 3) for a compressible isentropic fluid, however the
proof below makes appear the two physically meaningful




eh ∂th+ eα · ∂tα+ er · fr =∫
∂Ω
[−eh eα · n+ µ div(v)v · n+ µ curl2D(v)v · t] ds ,
where we have used (25) first, definition (26) second, and
an integration by part formula specific to the 2D case third;
the closure relation er = µfr is used at the very end to
show the energy dissipation inside the domain Ω.
An equivalent abstract formulation involving the boundary
operator associated to C is also available. 2
4. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION USING THE
STRUCTURE-PRESERVING PARTITIONED FINITE
ELEMENT METHOD (PFEM) IN THE 1-D CASE
The SWE equations can be discretized using a structure-
preserving method, as proposed by Cardoso-Ribeiro et al.
(2021) (see also Brugnoli et al. (2021) for implementation
details and freely available Python code). The idea is to
use a weak-form and integrate parts one of the equations.


















eq(z, t) dx .
(28)
where vq(x) and vp(x) are arbitrary test functions. Using
classical finite elements to approximate the variables, we
get the following matrix approximate equations, which



































Together with an appropriate approximation of the Hamil-
tonian and the closure relations leading to the co-energy
variables, a finite-dimensional port-Hamiltonian system is
obtained. The method can be used to discretize both linear
and nonlinear equations (as in the case of SWE, where
the Hamiltonian is non-quadratic, leading to nonlinear
relations between the co-energy and energy variables).
The same method can also be applied to problems with
2D and 3D domains using FEM: indeed a full-rank Dirac
structure is readily obtained with this method, which does
not require any further projection step, and thus allows the
direct use of FEM softwares.
In the 1D dissipative case with bounded operator, pre-


































In addition to the closure relations that comes from
the gradient of the discretized Hamiltonian, we need to
introduce the (nonlinear) dissipative relations, between ed
and f d.
A simple simulation was performed to test the idea. The
wave equation was discretized using PFEM. A nonlinear
dissipative closure relation was used, such that fd :=
k|p|ed. A boundary excitation is considered in one of the
boundaries for one second. Then, only the distributed
dissipation is responsible for the energy changes in time
(Figs. 1 and 2)
Figure 1. Variation of height of fluid in the simulation of
wave propagation considering a nonlinear dissipation
term: fd := k|p|ed.
5. RECASTING THE UNBOUNDED LINEAR
DISSIPATIVE MODELS INTO A POLYNOMIAL
FRAMEWORK
In the above formulations, one can notice the h−1 term
in the equations, which will undoubtedly give rise to
numerical problems; moreover as noted in Qian et al.
(2019), the use of specfic volume instead of the density
into the Euler equations transforms them into polynomial
form, even quadratic form: the ρ−1 singularity disappears.
Figure 2. Variation of the Hamiltonian in the simulation of
wave propagation considering a nonlinear dissipation
term: fd := k|p|ed.
To this end, we rewrite the dissipative SWE in order to
apply numerical methods, such as PFEM.







• energy variables: inverse height k = 1/h, and linear
momentum p := ρ0v,





|p|2 + ρ0g2 k2 ,
• co-energy variables:









and ep := δpH = hv.
Note the useful identity v = k.hv = k.ep.













Now, with the dissipative dynamics of the form, with
k = h−1 :
∂tα = −grad(eh) +G(ω)keα + µk∆v ,










2 div 0 0
+ grad(k2.) k.G(ω) −k.grad⊥ k.grad
0 curl2D(k.) 0 0
0 div(k.) 0 0
 ,
(33)
together with the constitutive relation eR = νfR, and
ν = µ/ρ0.
The interest of the polynomial framework lies in the fact
that, once the weak formulation has been applied, the
matrices present in (31) or in (32)-(33) can be precom-
puted off-line, which is a major advantage of this approach;
otherwise, with (25)-(26), it would be needed to recompute
the FEM at each time step.
6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The main contributions of the paper are the inclusion of
different dissipative models for the SWE in 1D and 2D.
They can be either bounded and nonlinear, or unbounded
and linear; in this latter case, extra dissipation ports at the
boundary appear and prove useful for control perspectives.
The structure-preserving method PFEM is applied to
simulate the system in 1D with bounded dissipation. For
the unbounded cases, a new model is proposed, based on
a change of variables to convert the system to polynomial
form.
Perspectives are: numerics for bounded case in 2D, numer-
ics for unbounded linear dissipation, together with control
applications, thanks to the availability of new boundary
ports (the tangential component of the velocity).
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